PROFESSOR CARVER TO ADDRESS MINERS

Member of Harvard Faculty will Lecture on European Customs.

Professor E. N. Carver will address the Mining Engineering Society at its next meeting in the Union at 8 P.M., Wednesday, March 27. He will relate some of his interesting experiences abroad and describe the beautiful scenery of Europe and the British Isles.

Professor Carver is Professor of Economics at Harvard and has had wide experience as a student of economic conditions and customs of the people in many foreign countries. On this account his talk will be more of a general nature rather than relating in any way to mining engineering. He will discuss the antique agricultural implements used in many of the small farms of Europe and show that their methods of tilling the soil do not differ materially from those of several centuries ago. The lecture will be illustrated with numerous slides which were prepared by Professor Carver while traveling abroad and are exceptionally well executed. Many of them are agricultural scenes in Great Britain and Ireland and the whole of Continental Europe, but a number of technical slides may also be included. Although the talk is not to be on a professional subject, the society officers feel that all Course III men interested in it, even if only very slightly, are sure to thoroughly enjoy it.

CAMBRIDGE PROPERTY.

(Continued from Page 1.)

Institute has ever been identified with inorganic and absolute separation new would be manifestly untrue. In that particular lies the Institute's part in the self selected. The New Technology will be of Boston still, but is situated that the city of its birth may see it as a unit and point with the shady, winding waters of the River Charles.

SPRING CONCERT OF MUSICAL CLUBS.

RESERVED SEATS may be applied for by leaving orders at the Cape for General Manager, Musical Clubs. After April first a public sale will be held in the Union during the noon hours.

Advance dance orders may now be had at the Cape.


EASTER SUNDAY APRIL 7

But a short time away, and you'll need new clothes for this joyful day. Our counters are like picture tables piled high with the most beautiful designs of the season, and in "make up" style, we'll do our part to bring joy to your heart.

Everyday looks good, tastes good, & good—exactly like Falmia Cigarettes.

20 for $50
care, or order across postoffice at Boston, Mass., un.

STONE & WEBSTER

Charles A. Stone, '88    Edwin S. Webster, '88
Russell Roberts, '93    Henry G. Bradlee, '91

18 School St. Harvard Square, Cambridge
943 Washington St.
7 Main Street, Andover, Mass.
Hanover, N. H.

STONE & WEBSTER

Management Association

General Managers of Public Service Corporations

Under the Management of Our Organization

L. PINKOS, College Tailor

Announces the arrival of his complete line of Spring and Summer Coats which are now on display both at the Boston and Cambridge stores.

Please ask to see our "LONDON SPECIAL" suits which I am making at

$35.00.

These suits are made of foreign wools and are strictly custom made, in my own workshop, by skilled tailors, and bear the characteristics of such higher-priced suits.